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With the installation of non-axisymmetric coil systems on major tokamaks for the purpose of

studying the prospects of ELM-free operation, understanding the plasma response to the applied

fields is a crucial issue. Application of different response models, using standard tools, to DIII-D

discharges with applied non-axisymmetric fields from internal coils, is shown to yield qualitatively

different results. The plasma response can be treated as an initial value problem, following the

system dynamically from an initial unperturbed state, or from a nearby perturbed equilibrium

approach, and using both linear and nonlinear models [A. D. Turnbull, Nucl. Fusion 52, 054016

(2012)]. Criteria are discussed under which each of the approaches can yield a valid response. In the

DIII-D cases studied, these criteria show a breakdown in the linear theory despite the small 10�3

relative magnitude of the applied magnetic field perturbations in this case. For nonlinear dynamical

evolution simulations to reach a saturated nonlinear steady state, appropriate damping mechanisms

need to be provided for each normal mode comprising the response. Other issues arise in the

technical construction of perturbed flux surfaces from a displacement and from the presence of near

nullspace normal modes. For the nearby equilibrium approach, in the absence of a full 3D

equilibrium reconstruction with a controlled comparison, constraints relating the 2D system profiles

to the final profiles in the 3D system also need to be imposed to assure accessibility. The magnetic

helicity profile has been proposed as an appropriate input to a 3D equilibrium calculation and tests of

this show the anticipated qualitative behavior. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4805087]

I. INTRODUCTION

Non-axisymmetric coil systems are being installed on

several major tokamaks for the purpose of studying the pros-

pects of edge localized mode (ELM)-free operation.1–4

Evaluating the plasma response to the fields from these coils

is crucial for understanding the mechanism by which ELMs

are suppressed, particularly for ITER where a decision on

whether to install coils needs to be made. The plasma

response is also of more fundamental interest since very small

non-axisymmetric fields can have surprisingly large conse-

quences. The plasma can both amplify and shield external

fields5,6 and both effects operate in most of the interesting

applications, including resistive wall mode (RWM) stability,

error field amplification, angular momentum transport, and

ELM suppression.

This work describes the application of response models

to DIII-D discharges with applied non-axisymmetric fields

from internal coils. The work is a follow on from a prior pub-

lication7 where a general perspective highlighting the rela-

tions between the major response models was developed. In

the present work, several of the concerns that were under-

scored are fleshed out through a comparative study of the

response models for a particular case. The main goal is to

identify the issues limiting each approach in order to deter-

mine the conditions under which each is correct, where cor-

rect means the response that is obtained experimentally.

As discussed in Ref. 7, the plasma response to non-

axisymmetric field perturbations can be treated as an initial

value problem, following the system dynamically from an

initial unperturbed two-dimensional (2D) state, or from a

nearby perturbed equilibrium approach in which a new

three-dimensional (3D) equilibrium is found without follow-

ing the dynamical equations of the system. Both the

dynamic evolution and perturbed equilibrium approaches

can be applied with either linear or nonlinear models. As

was emphasized in Ref. 7, there is no explicit guarantee that

the different approaches will yield the same response and

various reasons can be suggested as to why different

a)Paper TI3 5, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 57, 295 (2012).
b)Invited speaker.
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solutions might be obtained. The calculations here in fact,

using standard tools applied to the various approaches, yield

distinctly different results from each other. To resolve the

discrepancies, the problem is considered in a comparative

study intended to identify and highlight the assumptions

made in each approach and the conditions under which they

are valid.

The different approaches, and even the same approach in

many cases, can yield different responses.7 For example, the

result can depend on the physical model used, particularly

whether an ideal or dissipative plasma is assumed. For the lin-

ear models, the plasma response can be large and these mod-

els can break down even when the external field is small. For

the nonlinear response, the nearby equilibrium approach aims

to bypass the detailed evolution and search for the appropriate

final state but there is no guarantee that the state found is the

one reached dynamically by the plasma among possible mul-

tiple bifurcated states, or is even physically accessible. To

guarantee that the appropriate equilibrium is obtained, one

needs to uniquely characterize the final 3D equilibrium state

through some set of invariants or constraints. In practice,7 the

constraints are often implicitly imposed by the numerical

details of the equilibrium code, for example, by inherent sym-

metry or topological constraints, from the specification of the

profiles, and even by the iteration procedure.

Criteria are presented under which each of the

approaches can yield a valid response. In the present DIII-D

case studied, the criteria do indeed show a breakdown in the

linear theory despite the small 10�3 applied perturbations.

In principle, for the linear dynamical calculations, for each

of the normal modes comprising the response that are physi-

cally damped away, an appropriate saturation mechanism

needs to be provided in the simulation. This is even more

important for nonlinear evolution simulations to reach a sat-

urated nonlinear steady state. Other, related issues that arise

are discussed—specifically in the technical construction of

perturbed flux surfaces and from the presence of near null-

space normal modes.

Section II summarizes the overall viewpoint developed

in Ref. 7 and the specific implementations used in this com-

parison. Section III presents the actual response results, fo-

cusing specifically on the disparities between the linear

approaches and the nonlinear perturbed equilibrium results.

Nonlinear dynamic response calculations are currently at an

early stage but some results are also given. A detailed discus-

sion of the possible reasons for the discrepancies is provided

in Sec. IV. Here, a second key result is documented, showing

the breakdown in the linear model for this case. The issues

with the nonlinear models are also discussed, though are not

resolved in any quantitative detail.

For the nonlinear perturbed equilibrium approach, the

results are generally dependent on both the implicit and addi-

tional explicit constraints imposed on the profiles. Typically,

the profiles are usually considered to be derived either from

the profiles reconstructed from the unperturbed 2D state or

from a full 3D reconstruction of the perturbed state. In the

comparisons that are described in Secs. III and IV, due to ex-

perimental restrictions, the profiles were obtained from an axi-

symmetric approximation using measurements obtained from

the 3D state. The effect of the reconstruction procedure and

its impact on the results is discussed in particular in Sec. IV F.

For this approach, the profiles were considered in Ref. 7

to be specified in terms of profiles measured in the initial 2D

configuration, with the initial and final state profiles related

through a set of constraints. While this was not the procedure

followed in the present comparisons, it is appropriate when

the initial configuration is well diagnosed. A universally

valid set of constraints is not presently known, but some gen-

eral principles for setting the right constraints that lead to the

dynamically accessible solution were discussed in Ref. 7.

One possible option suggested there is to use magnetic helic-

ity as one of the two profiles. Section V relates the results of

a numerical experiment, using a nonlinear dynamic evolution

simulation, intended to test the hypothesized helicity evolu-

tion from a small 3D perturbation. It is shown that, while the

proposed hypothesis appears to be fundamentally viable,

there are unanticipated deviations from the simple initial pic-

ture and additional work needs to be done to understand the

results fully. Section VI summarizes the results and provides

a few additional general remarks.

II. DYNAMIC EVOLUTION AND PERTURBED
EQUILIBRIA

When a small non-axisymmetric external field is

applied to an axisymmetric tokamak equilibrium, the plasma

responds to the new field through driven currents and the

additional fields from those currents. If initially the plasma

is in force balance with rp0 ¼ j0 � B0, where p0, j0, and B0

are the axisymmetric pressure, current density, and mag-

netic field, with the additional external field applied, the

pressure, current density, and field respond via Ampere’s

and Faraday’s laws, together with collective plasma motion,

to re-establish a new force balance configuration, with a

new pressure p, current j, and field B so that

rp ¼ j� B: (1)

This occurs on an Alfv�en time scale, which is typically of

the order of a few to tens of microseconds. This fast response

has variously been termed the magnetic response or the mag-

netohydrodynamic (MHD) response and is captured fully by

the standard ideal or resistive MHD equations.

The new configuration will presumably have different

magnetic surfaces with possibly different topology as islands

can open up. Partially intact cantori can survive in some

regions and chaotic regions can develop if islands on multi-

ple nearby surfaces are sufficiently large and overlap. Once

the new configuration is formed, with new profile gradients,

it is likely that the local transport is modified, which leads to

a further change in the profiles. In addition, if the topology

changes, the transport in these regions can be dramatically

altered by parallel transport along chaotic field lines, leading

to a potentially larger change in the profiles.

This process occurs on a much slower time scale than the

MHD response, but can still be of the order of a millisecond

or less. For example, in the DIII-D experiments, a significant

reduction in the edge H-mode pedestal particle density is

056114-2 Turnbull et al. Phys. Plasmas 20, 056114 (2013)
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typically observed.1,2 This so-called “density pumpout” can

be associated with either a decrease or an increase in the tem-

perature, depending on the configuration and plasma condi-

tions. The slower response can be termed the “transport

response.” While they are not captured by the standard MHD

equations, these effects can, in principle, be modeled by addi-

tional terms in the MHD evolution equations as part of the

“extended MHD” model. The additional terms can include

appropriate models for non-ideal dissipation, transport evolu-

tion, and for two-fluid, neoclassical, and kinetic effects.

This is the point of view considered in Ref. 7 and is

adopted here. By following the time evolution of the system

using an appropriate extended MHD model, when the exter-

nal non-axisymmetric field is applied, the system can be

evolved until it eventually re-establishes a new non-

axisymmetric steady state. In this final steady state, force

balance is still retained by definition once all time deriva-

tives vanish. Alternatively, since the final steady state is a

force-balance equilibrium, it can be found simply by solv-

ing for the appropriate new equilibrium using a 3D equilib-

rium code. In either case, the actual plasma response is

found from evaluating the difference between the new equi-

librium and the initial state plus the external vacuum field.

In the present work, the vacuum field is not extracted from

the plasma response. This is applied consistently, however,

so that the comparisons between approaches are valid.

In addition, either the dynamic evolution or nearby per-

turbed equilibrium approach can be formulated as a linear-

ized problem yielding the four possibilities considered in

Ref. 7: linear and nonlinear versions of the dynamic evolu-

tion and the perturbed equilibrium approaches. In principle,

if the perturbation is sufficiently small, each of the four mod-

els should yield a valid plasma response. In practice, how-

ever, each approach is fraught with potential problems. For

example, there is a fundamental question as to how small the

perturbation needs to be for linear theory to be valid; linear

theory strictly applies to infinitesimally small perturbations

but, for a forced response to an applied field, the perturba-

tions are finite. Depending on the physics models included, a

nonlinear dynamic simulation may not converge to a steady

state. For the perturbed equilibrium approach, there is the ba-

sic question of guaranteeing that the appropriate equilibrium

is obtained among several possible bifurcated states. Most of

these questions were anticipated and discussed in a general

way in Ref. 7. The present comparative study demonstrates

that a number of them are valid concerns in actual situations.

Well established numerical tools exist for each of the

four approaches and each has relative advantages and disad-

vantages,7 as well as important past successes in predicting

various aspects of the plasma response. Briefly, the linear

dynamic evolution approach utilizes either a forced eigen-

value or initial value code, of which the two prominent exam-

ples considered here are the MARS-F (Ref. 8) and M3D-C1

(Ref. 9) codes, respectively. The MARS-F code has been

used to successfully predict the plasma response in DIII-D to

perturbations from the DIII-D internal coils (I-coils), as meas-

ured by a variety of external magnetic diagnostics6,10 and in-

ternal soft x-ray measurements,10 for discharges with b
sufficiently below the b limit with no wall. The calculated

response shows both screening of the external fields at reso-

nant magnetic surfaces and amplification of the vacuum fields

via excitation of stable kink modes.5,6,10 Significant devia-

tions appear, however, as b approaches the no wall b limit,

and there is no agreement with the experimental observations

when b exceeds this limit.6 More recently, the M3D-C1 code,

which is capable of directly solving for the linear response of

a resistive two-fluid model, has been used successfully to

model the temperature profile displacements caused by the

application of non-axisymmetric fields in DIII-D, and which

are observed to be larger than a centimeter in some cases. In

contrast, the vacuum field modeling predicts a shift of the

order of only millimeters. The M3D-C1 calculations accu-

rately predicted the change in the whole electron temperature

pedestal.11

The linearized equilibrium approach is exemplified by

the IPEC code.12 This has been used to model the internal

plasma response in DIII-D and NSTX.13 Additional models

for the neoclassical toroidal viscosity damping of plasma

rotation in the presence of a non-axisymmetric field have

also been successful in predicting the observed behavior of

the plasma rotation in both experiments.14

The key advantage of the linearized formulations is the

fast turnaround; plasma response predictions for a given con-

figuration can typically be obtained in just a few minutes.

The obvious drawback is the restriction of the validity to

small, applied fields and small response. For the nonlinear

dynamic evolution models, the NIMROD,15 M3D,16 and

more recently the M3D-C1 (Ref. 9) codes have all been used

routinely to model MHD instabilities.17–19 The simulations

implicitly include the “plasma response” and the linearized

instability plays the role of the externally imposed non-

axisymmetric field. However, in either the linearly unstable

or externally imposed field cases, in order to obtain a nonlin-

ear steady state, appropriate saturation physics needs to be

included in the evolution equations, with realistic values for

the important parameters such as the Lundquist number.

Otherwise, a steady state may not be reached at all, or the

steady state may be reached in a different configuration or at

a different saturation level than that reached in the experi-

ments. When run with the full complement of extended MHD

physics models, these codes are extremely computationally

expensive and may require tens of thousands of CPU-hours

to obtain a single result.

The VMEC,20 PIES,21 and HINT22 3D equilibrium codes

have routinely been used to design and analyze stellarator

experiments for many years. More recently, the SIESTA,23

and SPEC24 codes have become available for similar applica-

tions. Coupled with 3D stability codes, the 3D equilibrium

codes have predicted qualitatively the degrading of confine-

ment in stellarator experiments from internal instabilities25,26

as well as from the degradation of the equilibrium flux surfa-

ces27 as b is increased. More recently, VMEC has been used

to find internal helical structures in otherwise axisymmetric

tokamak and reversed field pinch (RFP)28–30 equilibria that

are interpreted as the “snakes” observed in JET31 and the rel-

atively quiescent “quasi-single helicity mode” in RFX,32

respectively. While the equilibrium calculations are much

slower than either of the linearized approaches, since this
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approach bypasses the details of the dynamic evolution to a

new final steady state, they are typically considerably faster

than the dynamic evolution calculations. Essentially, the time

stepping is replaced by an iteration scheme and advantage

can be taken of strategies for accelerating the convergence.

The major drawback of the perturbed equilibrium

approach7 is the lack of a guarantee that the equilibrium

obtained is the actual state accessed dynamically in an experi-

ment. Figure 1 shows the situation schematically. In a given

multi-dimensional parameter space, the dynamic evolution

approach follows a path to the final non-axisymmetric equilib-

rium state through a series of time steps. If the actual dynam-

ics is fully reflected in the calculation, this should yield the

unique, experimentally accessed final steady-state equilib-

rium. In contrast, the perturbed equilibrium approach follows

an entirely different path, not particularly respecting force

balance except at the final state. Different equilibrium codes

with different iteration procedures typically follow different

paths to the new equilibrium. However, the possible existence

of multiple equilibria can then result in convergence to alter-

native final states.

One method being explored is to constrain the equilib-

rium calculations to match experimental measurements in

the device. In this way, the equilibrium will be that which

most closely matches the dynamically accessed state in the

experiment within the limitations of the equilibrium model.

This was done in the present work, but with limited diagnos-

tic data in all three dimensions and without a completely

characterized 2D initial state that could be used as a control

configuration. The alternative approach is to develop and

apply additional constraints to ensure convergence to the

physically accessed state as in Ref. 7. It is not presently clear

what constraints are appropriate but Sec. V discusses one

promising possibility.

The remainder of this paper is devoted to a direct com-

parison of the response predictions from the four approaches

for a single case in DIII-D in an effort to identify where and

how the predictions are different, ascertain which aspects are

correct, and to address the issues that were identified above.

III. COMPARISON OF RESPONSE PREDICTIONS

DIII-D discharge #142603 is an up-down symmetric

double null configuration with an additional small n ¼ 3 non-

axisymmetric field applied from the DIII-D I-coils. The

applied field was also up-down symmetric (even parity) with

3.6 kA in each coil and the perturbed vacuum fields were of

the order of dBn¼3�10�3B0, where B0 here is the magnitude

of the axisymmetric equilibrium toroidal field. The discharge

was chosen since it provides a well-documented case with

sufficient diagnostic data for a well-characterized equilibrium

reconstruction using the EFIT code33 for the 3519 ms time

slice. The reconstructed equilibrium is shown in Fig. 2. The

up-down symmetry reduces the computational requirements

for some of the larger codes, particularly VMEC, and also in

principle permits application of stellarator codes that are re-

stricted to stellarator symmetry, although these codes are not

used here.

There are some subtleties and restrictions that were

necessitated by the experimental situation and that need to be

pointed out. In terms of the scheme shown in Fig. 1, the most

appropriate procedure is to compare the final state with a con-

trol 2D equilibrium reconstructed without the I-coils ener-

gized taken to represent the unperturbed state. In the linear

approaches and the nonlinear dynamic evolution approach,

the final state is generated from an initial state obtained from

adding the perturbation from the I-coils to the 2D control

equilibrium. In the nonlinear perturbed equilibrium approach,

the 2D control equilibrium should be compared directly with

a reconstructed 3D equilibrium using the profiles obtained af-

ter the I-coils are energized. This would yield a final state

and, from the difference, an actual plasma response with the

transport response included. However, this was not possible;

experimentally, it is difficult to make a direct comparison

with and without the I-coils. Since the profiles continued to

evolve naturally through an ELMing phase, there was no suit-

able time before the I-coils were energized that could be used

FIG. 1. Schematic of the situation relating an initial axisymmetric state and

the final non-axisymmetric state resulting from evolution due to application

of an external non-axisymmetric perturbed field dBext.

FIG. 2. Reconstructed profiles for DIII-D discharge #142603 at 3519 ms for

(a) pressure, safety factor, and density. (b) Rotation and Spitzer resistivity

profiles.
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as a 2D control. Alternatively, if a separate control discharge

with no I-coils is attempted, without the additional density

pumpout, the difference in density almost always results in

MHD activity as b increases beyond that reached in the per-

turbed discharge. The comparisons are consequently re-

stricted to ELMing conditions with the I-coils on.

The axisymmetric equilibrium in Fig. 2 was, therefore,

reconstructed using diagnostic data obtained at a time when

the I-coils were energized. Thus, the diagnostic data implicitly

contain the toroidally averaged transport response, including

the effect of the density pumpout. This is the equilibrium used

in the linear approaches and for initializing the nonlinear

dynamic simulations. In the linear case, the final state is the

computed linearized response added to the initial equilibrium.

For the nonlinear dynamic approach, the total final state is

computed from the simulation starting from the 2D equilib-

rium of Fig. 2 and the response is then found from the differ-

ence. Any additional transport evolution found in this case is

not to be taken as the experimental transport response since

that response was effectively included in the initial state. In

the nonlinear perturbed equilibrium approach, two equilibria

were computed—with and without the coils—but using the

same profiles. Thus, while the final state has the transport

response included, the transport response found from the dif-

ference between the 2D and 3D equilibria is effectively sub-

tracted out. Therefore, the comparisons between approaches

are effectively of the predicted MHD response only.

In this work, the responses are compared between code

predictions, both because of the restrictions above, and also

since there is insufficient internal diagnostic data to discrimi-

nate experimentally between the response predictions. Thus,

there is no final arbiter in this case for which predictions are

right. Instead, the aim is to identify where and how the pre-

dictions differ and the issues that might lead to improved

predictions in the future. The focus is on the general techni-

ques and physics questions, not on specific concerns with the

numerical implementation of the tools used, though these

will necessarily insert themselves into the discussion as well

in some key instances.

A. Linear approaches

Two codes representing the linear dynamic approach

were used, namely, MARS-F and M3D-C1 operating in lin-

ear mode. MARS-F is an adaptation of the linear eigenvalue

MARS code34 modified to find the response due to an inho-

mogeneous forcing function representing the external non-

axisymmetric field. Thus, formally, the eigenvalue equation

for the displacement n , Ln þ x2n ¼ 0, is replaced by the

forced oscillation problem7

Ln þ x2
0nþ f ¼ 0; (2)

where x0 is the forcing frequency, which is typically zero,

and Fðx; tÞ � f ðxÞ eix0t is the forcing function. The operator

L represents the ideal or resistive MHD operator. In addition

to allowing finite resistivity, the code includes various other

non-ideal effects, most notably, sheared toroidal plasma rota-

tion. The forcing function is applied through the boundary

conditions. These are set as a pure n ¼ 3, field with a poloi-

dal spectrum from a model for finite coils in the poloidal

direction and a correction to the current to account for the fi-

nite number of coils in the toroidal direction. The model

assumes N ¼ 6 finite windowpane coils that are equally

spaced toroidally but ignores the inter-coil spacing. The code

then specifies the currents for each separate coil set (upper

and lower I-coils) as

Jcoil ¼ rr � r½PðhÞTð/Þ�; (3a)

with

PðhÞ ¼ Hðh� htÞ � Hðh� hbÞ; (3b)

and

Tð/Þ ¼ IM
n cosðn/Þ ¼ 2 sinðnp=NÞ

np

� �

�
XN

k

Ik cosð½2ðk � 1Þpn�=NÞcosðn/Þ: (3c)

Here, h and / are geometrical poloidal and toroidal angles,

Hðh � ht;bÞ is the Heaviside step function, and ht and hb are

the poloidal locations of the upper and lower legs of the win-

dowpane coil. The vacuum field is then calculated from the

coil currents and used as the boundary condition, which

numerically appears as a forcing function in the inhomoge-

neous term of the matrix equation derived from Eq. (2).

The profiles for pressure, safety factor, and density used

in the calculation are shown in Fig. 2(a). The rotation and

Spitzer resistivity profiles, taken from the measured rotation

and electron temperature profiles, are shown in Fig. 2(b).

Figure 3 shows the normal component of the ideal plasma

response including the applied external field. Here,

nn ¼ ðn � rw=jrwjÞ represents the Eulerian fluid displace-

ment normal to the equilibrium flux surfaces. This calcula-

tion utilized the experimental rotation profile but the

resistivity was set to zero. Figure 3(a) shows a contour plot

of nn and the Fourier analysis for nn is given in Fig. 3(b).

The largest displacements are in the outer section and also in

the very core. Of particular note, here is the internal m=n
¼ 3=3 component. This component is sensitive to the rota-

tion and resistivity profiles. For comparison, Fig. 3(c)

presents the Fourier analysis of the radial component of the

response for a case utilizing the experimental rotation profile

but scaled to 10% of the real value, which eliminated most

of the internal m=n ¼ 3=3 component and the issues associ-

ated with this. Figure 3(d) shows the response with full rota-

tion and finite resistivity, assuming the Spitzer profile in Fig.

2(b). The m=n ¼ 3=3 component is also greatly reduced in

this case as well. It should be noted that the vertical axis

scales in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) have been reduced by factors of

4 and 2, respectively, compared to Fig. 3(b) to show the fea-

tures more clearly.

With some provisos that will be addressed below, the

solution can be thought of as a linear combination of the

eigenmodes, ni, of L;7
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nðxÞ ¼
X

i
ainiðxÞ; (4a)

where x � ðw; v; /Þ in flux coordinates with w a flux label,

v a poloidal angle, and / the toroidal angle, and where

Lni ¼ �x2
i ni i ¼ 1; 2;…; (4b)

with the coefficients in Eq. (4a) given by

ai ¼
ð
½niðx0Þf ðx0Þdx0�=ðx2

i � x2
0Þ � fi=ðx2

i � x2
0Þ: (4c)

This is essentially the formalism used in the IPEC code.

The expansion is formally valid in the case where the operator

is the ideal MHD operator. There are, however, mathematical

complications that deserve mention. L is unbounded and the

bounded eigenmodes of L do not strictly comprise a complete

set.35 In the non-ideal case, part of the final response may be

outside the corresponding Hilbert space. This is the case, for

example, when islands and chaotic regions form. Thus, in

using the expansion as a heuristic aid to interpret the calcu-

lated response after the fact, any additional contribution from

eigenmodes lying outside the ideal Hilbert space would be

missing—specifically, resistive tearing modes or modes

driven by plasma rotation. These would be inaccurately pro-

jected on (aliased) to ideal modes to the extent permitted by

the fit procedure. Also, modifications to the ideal eigenmodes

from these same effects are not accounted for. Thus, the inter-

pretation in terms of Eq. (4) is at best qualitative in these cir-

cumstances. An additional caveat is that the projection of the

response on to the ideal eigenmode space as in Eq. (4c) is not

valid when there is a linearly unstable mode present. Further,

at strict marginal stability with a static forcing function, when

xi ¼ x0 � 0, the projection in Eq. (4c) is not defined for

any fi; the contribution of strictly marginal eigenmodes is not

unique.

Nonetheless, provided these conditions are kept in mind,

the interpretation of the response in terms of Eq. (4) can be

useful—for comparing the results with those from IPEC and

more generally as a qualitative aid whenever a significant

portion of the response resembles a known eigenmode. Of

course, any tearing component cannot be so interpreted, but

the analysis in terms of Eq. (4) is then useful for at least

qualitatively determining what part of the response is ideal

and what is not from estimates of the quality of the fit.

In the present case, the MARS-F results shown in Fig. 3

are effectively ideal. The m=n ¼ 3=3 component is essen-

tially the quasi-interchange mode,36,37 which is present due

to the slightly nonmonotonic q profile with qmin slightly

above unity, as shown in Fig. 2(a). In the present case, this

eigenmode is stable but driven by the external non-

axisymmetric field. The presence of this eigenmode has

some potential consequences that will be discussed later in

Sec. IV, as well as for the nonlinear evolution calculations

discussed in Sec. III B.

Outside the core the displacements in Fig. 3 are “kink-

like” with a ballooning-like structure on the outboard side

and “flute-like” oscillations down the inboard side. This is

illustrated more clearly in Fig. 4, which shows the perturbed

flux surfaces from the calculation in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) with

full rotation but otherwise ideal plasma, overlaid on the

unperturbed equilibrium surfaces for a series of resonant and

non-resonant surfaces. The perturbed surfaces were con-

structed by assuming the flux surfaces move with the fluid

and range from the resonant q ¼ 8=3 surface out to the

q ¼ 12=3 surface. The real and imaginary components of

the displacements, corresponding to two toroidal locations

30� apart, are shown in each. The scale of the displacement

has been increased in these figures in order to show the fea-

tures clearly. In Figs. 4(a)–4(e), 4(g) and 4(h), the factor is

56; and for the q ¼ 11=3 surface in Fig. 4(f), the factor is

28; this rescaling corresponds to I-coil currents of 200 kA

and 100 Ka, respectively.

Both the resonant and off resonant surfaces show the

kink-like behavior with varying amplitudes. Essentially, the

displacements at each surface behave poloidally like

n � n0 expðimvpÞ; (5)

where vp is the straight field line poloidal angle, which has

most of its variation concentrated down the inboard side.

FIG. 3. Normal component nn ¼ ðn � rw=jrwjÞ of the ideal plasma

response from the MARS-F code including the applied external field. (a)

Contour plot and ((b)–(d)) Fourier analysis. In ((a) and (b)), the measured

rotation was included but the plasma was otherwise ideal. The Fourier

decomposition of the response for the ideal case with rotation reduced a fac-

tor 10 is shown in (c), and (d) shows the resistive case with full rotation. The

vertical axis scales in (b)–(d) are different.
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Here, m � nq but with contributions from other poloidal

modes, and in particular from m � nq 6 1. This poloidal de-

pendence produces at most one or two large poloidal oscilla-

tions on the outboard side and a sinusoidal-like smaller

amplitude flute-like oscillation on the inboard side typical of

an ideal kink mode. The prominent structures near the top

and bottom X-points for the outermost surfaces are also

noteworthy.

The M3D-C1 code is an initial value code and so treats

the dynamic problem in a more straightforward manner. The

linearized plasma response, computed from the difference

between the axisymmetric 2D configuration and the final

evolved state, is shown in Fig. 5 for four surfaces. In this cal-

culation, the experimental plasma rotation and Spitzer resis-

tivity profile were used assuming single fluid physics. The

perturbed surfaces were computed from the contours of per-

turbed electron temperature but again the displacement is

scaled by a factor 56. Despite the different physics, namely

Spitzer resistivity, the results are in good agreement with

those obtained from MARS-F in Fig. 4 with only small minor

differences. The same key features are apparent, namely, the

flute-like inboard structure and the prominent displacements

near the X-points. Note that the perturbed surface crossings

in Fig. 5(d) [and also in Figs. 4(f) and 4(h)] are a result of the

rescaling and do not necessarily reflect any real crossing.

Nevertheless, as will be discussed in Sec. IV D, crossing can

and does occur.

The same case was evaluated using the IPEC code,12

with the results for the flux surface displacements shown in

Fig. 6. IPEC uses a linearized version of the perturbed equi-

librium approach in which the perturbed equilibrium is fitted

to the imposed boundary perturbation7,12 through an expan-

sion such as in Eqs. (4). Like the MARS-F calculation, this

calculation was for an ideal plasma but in this case with no

rotation. In Fig. 6, the scale factor is 80, corresponding to an

I-coil current of 288 kA. The toroidal phases in IPEC are

shifted with respect to those from MARS-F and M3D-C1 by

p=2 since IPEC sets the field maximum at zero phase,

whereas both MARS-F and M3D-C1 specify the coil currents

and define zero phase where these are maximized. In Fig. 6,

the phases have been switched to match that in the other

codes.

FIG. 4. Perturbed flux surfaces calcu-

lated from MARS-F for DIII-D dis-

charge #142603 at 3519 ms, with full

rotation but otherwise ideal, overlaid on

the equilibrium surfaces for a series of

resonant and non-resonant surfaces (a)

q¼ 8/3, (b) q¼ 8.5/3, (c) q¼ 9/3, (d)

q¼ 9.5/3, (e) q¼ 10.5/3, (f) q¼ 11/3, (g)

q¼ 11.5/3, and (h) q¼ 12/3 for the case

shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The two in-

dependent toroidal phases are shown in

each case. The perturbation is scaled up

in these figures by a factor 56 in ((a)–(e))

and ((g)–(h)) and a factor 28 in (f) to

make them visible. The corresponding

unperturbed surfaces are also shown

(black dashed lines) along with the

unperturbed plasma boundary (outermost

black dotted lines).

FIG. 5. Perturbed flux surfaces calculated from M3D-C1 in linear mode for

DIII-D discharge #142603 at 3519 ms, overlaid on the equilibrium surfaces

for a series of resonant and non-resonant surfaces (a) q¼ 8/3, (b) q¼ 8.5/3,

(c) q¼ 9/3, and (d) q¼ 11/3. The perturbation is scaled up in these figures

by a factor 56 to make them visible. The corresponding unperturbed surfaces

are also shown as the black dashed lines.
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The results are similar, with the same clear flute-like

structure on the inboard side, ballooning on the outboard

side, and prominent displacements in the vicinity of the

X-points. The first obvious difference is that the scale factor

used in Fig. 6 is about 45% larger than in Figs. 4 and 5. Also,

in Fig. 6(a), the flute structure is considerably more promi-

nent than in Fig. 4(a) or Fig. 5(a). However, slightly off the

resonant surface, the flute structure is diminished to roughly

the same level as in Figs. 4(a) and 5(a). Also, Figs. 4(a), 5(a),

and 6(a) all show a dominantly m ¼ 9 structure instead of

the expected resonant m ¼ 8. This is not always the case at

resonant surfaces and sometimes the resonant harmonic

appears to dominate. It should also be noted that the internal

m=n ¼ 3=3 normal mode is not present in the IPEC results.

These issues are discussed in more detail later in Sec. IV B

within the context of the sensitivity of the predicted response

to the physics input.

From Fig. 4 through Fig. 6, the three linear calculations,

which utilize very different methods, as well as different

physics models, generate plasma responses agreeing semi-

quantitatively and sharing common specific features, namely

the flute-like inboard and ballooning outboard structure typi-

cal of an ideal kink excitation, and prominent lobes near the

X-points. The latter is present in the vacuum fields but the

ideal plasma flute-like kink response is not. The minor dif-

ferences between the calculations can reasonably be attrib-

uted to the different physics models used, namely ideal but

with rotation in Fig. 4, resistive with rotation in Fig. 5, and

an ideal plasma in Fig. 6.

B. Nonlinear dynamic approach

Calculations using the nonlinear dynamic approach

were performed using the full M3D-C1 code. However, as

was anticipated in Ref. 7, there are numerical obstacles to

obtaining a final converged steady state solution. As in the

linear case, it is useful to consider the response as an expan-

sion in normal modes of the linear eigenvalue equation.7

These normal modes are independent in the linear model. In

the nonlinear case, the expansion should be useful only to

the extent that at any given time, the linear eigenmodes

remain uncoupled and can be identified at least qualitatively.

In terms of this analysis, the saturation mechanisms for each

of the normal modes comprising the response need to be suf-

ficiently faithfully reproduced. In the present case for DIII-D

discharge #142603, the internal m=n ¼ 3=3 component [Fig.

3(a)] is also present in the linear M3D-C1 calculation as a

linearly stable driven mode. In the nonlinear simulation, this

component grows rapidly and no saturation is reached.

However, nonlinear results that may reasonably be com-

pared to the linear solutions were obtained for a similar well-

documented DIII-D discharge #126006 at 3600 ms. The

major significant differences from discharge #142603 are

that this is not up-down symmetric and that the axis q was

slightly higher so that the m=n ¼ 3=3 component was negli-

gible. Otherwise, the linear response is similar to that shown

in Fig. 5. The simulation included the experimental plasma

FIG. 6. Perturbed flux surfaces calculated from IPEC for DIII-D discharge

#142603 at 3519 ms, overlaid on the equilibrium surfaces for a series of reso-

nant and non-resonant surfaces (a) q¼ 8/3, (b) q¼ 8.5/3, (c) q¼ 11/3, and (d)

q¼ 11.5/3. The perturbation is scaled up by a factor 80 to make them visible.

The corresponding unperturbed surfaces are also shown as the black dashed

lines.

FIG. 7. Nonlinear M3D-C1 simulation for DIII-D discharge #126006 recon-

structed at 3600 ms. (a) Time development of the kinetic energy indicating

evolution to an acceptable final steady state. (b) Perturbed flux surface dis-

placement for the q¼ 7.4/3 off-resonant surface in the linear phase. (c)

Perturbed flux surface displacement for the q¼ 7.4/3 off-resonant surface in

the steady state phase. The surfaces in (b) and (c) were constructed from a

Poincare plot of the field lines.
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rotation for the ions, and a Spitzer resistivity profile, aniso-

tropic thermal conductivity, and two fluid effects. The elec-

tron and ion species density and temperature were evolved

assuming a simplified transport model. Viscosity and perpen-

dicular thermal diffusion coefficients on the order of 50–100

m2/s throughout most of the plasma were also used to main-

tain numerical stability. Figure 7 shows the results from the

nonlinear M3D-C1 calculations for this discharge. Here, the

time development of the kinetic energy is given in Fig. 7(a).

The energy initially decreases during a linear phase and

begins to saturate, reaching a near steady state that is main-

tained for the remainder of the simulation, with some ringing

that is slowly damped away. The small cusp-like feature at

150 Alfv�en times is where the size of the time step was

changed during the simulation.

Figures 7(b) and 7(c) show the perturbed flux surface dis-

placement for the off-resonant q ¼ 7:4=3 surface in the linear

phase at t ¼ 0 and for the steady state phase, respectively;

this was after about 400 Alfv�en times from the start of the

simulation. Since the displacements are no longer tied to the

field in the non-ideal, nonlinear simulations, these were con-

structed from a Poincare plot of the field lines; a similar

Poincare plot for the q ¼ 8=3 surface shows an island and

chaotic region. While there are some minor quantitative dif-

ferences with the linear results, the flute-like structure on the

inboard side and large lobes at the X-points are still present in

Fig. 7(c), indicating that the linear structure does persist in the

nonlinear steady-state. In the context of the analysis in normal

modes, the leading modes of the linear simulations are sus-

tained at a finite level and dominate the final response.

C. Nonlinear perturbed equilibrium approach

Figure 8 shows the perturbed equilibrium predicted

from the VMEC 3D equilibrium code for discharge #142603

at 3519 ms, assuming fields from the 2D DIII-D toroidal and

poloidal field coils plus the field from the I-coils. The pro-

files were taken to be the profiles measured in the experiment

with the I-coils energized but reconstructed assuming a 2D

equilibrium using the EFIT code and then inserted into the

VMEC calculation as functions of toroidal flux. Since sev-

eral of the diagnostics are located in different toroidal planes,

the EFIT reconstruction essentially averages over the toroi-

dal variations using a minimization of the statistical v2.33

Shown also in Fig. 8 is the 2D reconstruction of the

unperturbed surface, which was also computed from VMEC

using the same profiles but no external non-axisymmetric

field. As explained at the beginning of this section, it has not

been possible to obtain a true control discharge or time with

which to compare and extract the full response. Thus, while

the 3D VMEC equilibrium includes a 2D-averaged approxi-

mation for the transport response, the 2D equilibrium implic-

itly also contains the same approximations for the transport

response, which is then removed when finding the difference.

Thus, the density pumpout, for example, is included in the

3D VMEC equilibrium construction but is also in the 2D

control equilibrium.

Again, the perturbations of the flux surfaces from the

original 2D equilibrium are rescaled by a factor 50 in Figs.

8(a) and 8(b) and a factor 20 in Figs. 8(c) and 8(d) in order

to make them visible. Comparing the predictions for the

q¼ 8/3 surface with the linear results, it can be seen that

there is a clear qualitative difference. Figure 9 shows the pre-

diction from VMEC overlaid with those from the MARS-F,

M3D-C1, and IPEC linear calculations for this surface

[Figs. 4(a)–6(a), respectively]. The key distinction is that the

inboard flute-like structure and the enhanced lobes at the

X-points are not present in the VMEC result. Although there

is some ballooning structure on the outboard side, the

response does not appear to be kink-like in the same sense as

the linear results; the poloidal oscillations do not follow the

n0expðimvÞ variation with a straight field line angle v with

predominantly m � nq.

Figures 8(b)–8(d) show similar disagreements with the

linear results for other surfaces. Only the outermost of these

in Fig. 8(d) displays any flute-like or kink structure. Note

that the scale factor in that case is reduced, so this displace-

ment is larger than for the more internal surfaces. It is the in-

ternal response differences, though, that are the focus of the

remaining discussion.

The VMEC response prediction in Fig. 8 is also very

different qualitatively from the nonlinear dynamic response

shown in Fig. 7, albeit for a different discharge. The linear

calculations using MARS-F, M3D-C1, and IPEC for dis-

charge #126006 also yielded similar responses to that for dis-

charge #142603 with a strong flute-like structure on the

FIG. 8. Perturbed flux surfaces calculated from VMEC for DIII-D discharge

#142603 at 3519 ms, overlaid on the 2D equilibrium surfaces for a series of

resonant and non-resonant surfaces (a) q¼ 8/3, (b) q¼ 8.51/3, (c) q¼ 12.06/3,

and (d) q¼ 13.63/3. The perturbation is scaled up in these figures by a factor

50 in (a) and (b) and a factor 20 in (c) and (d) to make them visible. The corre-

sponding unperturbed surfaces are also shown as the black dotted lines along

with the unperturbed plasma boundary (outermost black dotted lines).
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inboard side, whereas the perturbed equilibrium approach

using VMEC produces a response without the flute structure

and similar to that in Fig. 8 for that discharge.

While the dynamic simulations for discharge #126006

do not reach a true steady-state on all time scales of the

model, as indicated by the slowly decaying oscillations in

Fig. 7(a), it does not appear that the simulation is relaxing to-

ward a state that could qualitatively resemble the response of

Fig. 8. Discrepancies between the different approaches were

anticipated in Ref. 7, and a number of possible reasons were

elaborated and highlighted. These will be considered in Sec.

IV. While a final resolution as to which response prediction,

if any, is correct is not reached in this work, some of the

sources of the discrepancy can be shown to result in only

minor quantitative differences. Others, however, are of a

more fundamental nature and appear to contribute substan-

tially to the discrepancy.

IV. RESOLUTION OF DISCREPANCIES

Several possible sources of differences in the response

predictions have been suggested.7 Some additional technical

issues have also come to light in the course of the analysis

that can potentially result in discrepancies. While all contrib-

ute partially to the observed differences, some can be elimi-

nated as the fundamental cause. Nevertheless, they are

systematically considered in this section in order to obtain a

more complete picture of the situation. The physics issues are

(1) Differences in definition of the perturbed flux surfaces.

(2) Sensitivity of the response to the physics included in

dynamic evolution.

(3) Complication from the presence of near-internal eigenm-

odes in the response.

(4) Breakdown of linear models for sufficiently large forced

responses.

(5) Saturation of nonlinear simulation toward a final steady-

state.

(6) Application of appropriate constraints in the nonlinear

perturbed equilibrium approach.

In addition, the convergence properties of the VMEC

code were found to be a concern and, while largely outside

the scope of this paper, this issue is also discussed briefly in

the context of the singular currents that are a feature of all

3D equilibrium codes.

A. Construction of the perturbed flux surfaces

The perturbed flux surfaces in Fig. 4 through Fig. 8 were

constructed using different methods in each case. From the

MARS-F simulations described in Sec. III A, the surfaces are

constructed from the fluid displacements, assuming the field

lines move with the fluid. This construction was also used

for the IPEC results in Fig. 6 and is appropriate in the ideal

case, or in the resistive case if the resistivity is playing essen-

tially no role. However, even in those cases, the construction

is strictly valid only in the limit of infinitesimal displacement

since field lines originally lying in the same flux surface can

separate. This can occur for finite displacements tied to the

fluid as the fluid elements themselves separate. Neighboring

field lines can then move to regions of different field line

density, and therefore no longer remain on the same flux

surface.

For the M3D-C1 simulations, a fluid displacement is not

well defined and two methods were used to identify the per-

turbed flux surface, namely, from contours of the perturbed

electron temperature and from a Poincare map of the field

lines. In the former, since M3D-C1 solves directly for the

electron and ion species temperatures on an unstructured

finite element mesh as a function of time, this requires only a

contouring calculation for the electron temperature at a given

time using the value of the initial unperturbed surface. With

field line diffusion from non-ideal effects, this is only an

approximation but is reasonable in most of the situations dis-

cussed in the present work.

To construct the Poincare maps, field lines are launched

from an initial point and followed for of the order of a thou-

sand toroidal transits. The periodicity is kept track of and

several initial points are chosen to select the surface with the

desired q value. Typically, taking a single starting point to

map out a given single surface is sufficient for the purposes

here. While the Poincare map is significantly more computa-

tionally involved and is not guaranteed to yield a two-

dimensional surface, it does yield an accurate surface when

the surface exists, and yields a cantorus, island, or chaotic

region when the surface has been either partially or com-

pletely destroyed.

The two methods used in M3D-C1 can be compared

directly for non-rational surfaces that are left relatively intact

and the results show qualitatively the same behavior. For the

linear simulations, this can be seen from comparing the

FIG. 9. Perturbed flux surfaces calculated from VMEC for DIII-D discharge

#142603 at 3519 ms, overlaid on the predictions from MARS-F, M3D-C1,

and IPEC for the q¼ 8/3 resonant surface. The perturbation is scaled up by

the same factors as in the respective Fig. 4 through Figs. 6 and 8. The same

toroidal phase, taken here as the sine-like imaginary component, is selected

in each.
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constructions for discharge #126006 obtained from the elec-

tron temperature and a Poincare map, as shown in Fig. 10.

There are minor quantitative differences but both show a

“kink-like” response, similar to that obtained for discharge

#142603 in Fig. 5 and from MARS-F and IPEC in Figs. 4

and 6 using the fluid displacement.

In contrast, the nonlinear perturbed equilibrium approach

computes the final state equilibrium flux surfaces directly and

there is consequently no ambiguity in their construction. The

concern in this case is the technical issue specific to VMEC

of whether the requirement of nested surfaces imposes too re-

strictive a constraint that significantly affects the global solu-

tion. In principle, as will be discussed later in Sec. V, this

concern could be alleviated by resorting to a 3D equilibrium

code that allows islands to form.

The difference in the perturbed flux surface definitions

is an issue that should be kept in mind when comparing dif-

ferent code results. Nevertheless, it does not appear to be the

decisive cause of the discrepancy between the nonlinear per-

turbed equilibrium approach results and the linear, and likely

the nonlinear dynamic evolution models.

B. Sensitivity of response predictions to physics
models

Both the linear and nonlinear dynamic evolution models

evolve the system in time from an initial state with some

chosen set of physics processes modeled by the equations. In

principle, the final state reached can depend on the physics

that is included—a trivial example is that there is no satura-

tion to a lower energy state without a dissipation model.

For the linear models, Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) display the ra-

dial eigenfunctions from MARS-F calculations with reduced

plasma rotation [Fig. 3(c)] and with finite resistivity [Fig.

3(d)]; these should be compared with the ideal but full rota-

tion case in Fig. 3(b). The most significant difference seen in

the Fourier decomposition in Fig. 3(c) is that the resonant

components in the edge region tend to be suppressed at the

lower rotation. However, lower rotation also has the surpris-

ing result noted earlier of suppressing the core m=n ¼ 3=3

component. The reason is not yet understood. One reasonable

hypothesis is that the rotation shear provides some free energy

that drives this component. Alternatively, the result is consist-

ent with the higher m harmonics penetrating further inside

from reduced shielding with larger rotation, and driving the

core m=n ¼ 3=3 component through poloidal mode coupling.

Figure 3(d) shows the response with full rotation but includ-

ing the Spitzer model for the resistivity. Again the m=n¼3=3

component is largely suppressed, though not as fully in this

case, and the distinct edge resonances are suppressed.

The m=n ¼ 3=3 quasi-interchange mode is also present

in the linear M3D-C1 response as a stable but forced mode.

In principle, the internal m=n ¼ 3=3 quasi-interchange nor-

mal mode would be effectively eliminated by the single value

decomposition (SVD) procedure used in IPEC.7 In the pres-

ent case, however, the quasi-interchange is not actually found

in the IPEC response. This is not surprising considering the

sensitivity of this mode to the equilibrium details, especially

to the value of qmin.37 Despite nominally using the same equi-

librium, the different codes utilize different mapping proce-

dures, which slightly modify the profiles input to the stability

codes. It is also possible that the DCON ideal MHD stability

code,38 on which IPEC is based, may not find stable internal

modes, given the unique treatment of internal modes com-

pared to the treatment of external modes in DCON based on a

generalization of the Newcomb criterion.39

As was noted in Sec. III A, the perturbed 8/3 surface

found from all three linear codes and shown in Fig. 9 has

m ¼ 9 maxima, suggesting a predominantly m � 9 mode

instead of the resonant m ¼ 8. However, the oscillations are

not purely sinusoidal as some oscillations only marginally

pass through zero and it is not clear when they should be

counted as oscillations contributing to m; the maxima should

all be the same amplitude for a displacement dominated by a

single pure poloidal harmonic. Under these conditions, it is

sometimes problematic to identify m from counting zero

crossings. The perturbations shown in Figs. 4(a)–6(a) have

contributions of the same order from several m and the m �
8 harmonic is still considerable.

The dominant m appearing at the resonant surface

appears to be sensitive to the physics. For example, at low

rotation, in MARS-F, a sudden sharp resonant m ¼ 8 is

found right at the rational surface. Figure 11 shows the per-

turbed q ¼ 8=3 surface for the reduced rotation case and the

full rotation case with resistivity, corresponding to Figs. 3(c)

and 3(d), respectively. These can be compared directly to the

results using the full rotation profile of Fig. 4(a).

The cause of the sensitivity in capturing the resonant

m � 8 harmonic in the displaced flux surfaces in MARS-F is

not well understood at this stage. It is not evident if the

FIG. 10. Construction of perturbed flux surfaces for discharge #126006 at

3600 ms for the q¼ 11/3 resonant surface from the electron temperature and

Poincare map overlaid.
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absence of a clear resonant displacement in some cases is due

to the insufficient resolution or if the resonant harmonic is

suppressed. From counting zero crossings, the flute structure

from MARS-F transitions from m ¼ n q to m ¼ n q þ 1

quite rapidly near, but not always right at, the resonant sur-

face. A clear m ¼ n q or m ¼ n q þ 1 structure sometimes

appears at the resonance as an approximately sinusoidal

structure but, on the other side of the resonant surface, the

flute structure again rapidly becomes quite non-sinusoidal.

The perturbations then exhibit either an m ¼ nq or m ¼ nq
þ 1 oscillation, depending on which side of the transition is

effectively found. IPEC utilizes a self-generated radial

mesh38 to resolve the rational surfaces. In Fig. 6(a), the sur-

face shown corresponds to a computational grid point that is

actually 10�5 outside the rational surface ðq ¼ 8:00001=3Þ,
and in that case, IPEC finds a very clear sinusoidal structure

but with m � 9. However, for a surface at 10�4 outside the

rational surface ðq ¼ 8:0001=3Þ, while it still finds a predom-

inantly m � 9 structure, it is much less purely sinusoidal and

the oscillations are already similar to those in Figs 4(a) and

5(a). To the extent that it can be tested, results from MARS-F

show a similar behavior, although the resolution in MARS-F

is difficult to control and the sharp resonance is not always

found.

Rotation by itself does not seem to provide the crucial

physics since the results from IPEC at zero rotation also

show the m � 9 structure, and also, calculations assuming a

linear two-fluid physics model in M3D-C1 show a predomi-

nantly resonant m � 8 harmonic. From Fig. 11, the flute-like

structure is also essentially unchanged by finite resistivity.

Nevertheless, in that case, the m ¼ 8 resonance does seem to

slightly reappear right at the q ¼ 8=3 surface compared to

the surfaces on either side, which have mostly m ¼ 9.

Despite the sensitivity to the input physics models and

the sensitivity to finding the sharp flute structure at the

rational surface, some flute structure is always present in the

linear calculations, indicating that this sensitivity is also not

the main source of the discrepancy with the VMEC results.

More work is needed to fully understand the interaction of

rotation and dissipation with specific normal modes that are

excited. Resolution of these issues is left for a more detailed

dedicated study.

Some aspects of the same sensitivity to the physics in

the linear dynamic approach are also present in the early

phases of a nonlinear dynamic simulation. In that case, the

additional problem is whether and how the dissipation mech-

anisms (resistivity, viscosity, etc.) relatively suppress spe-

cific normal modes during the evolution to the final steady

state. This is more naturally discussed in Sec. IV E in the

context of the sensitivity of the response to near-internal

modes, which is considered in Subsection IV C.

C. Sensitivity of response predictions to marginal
and near-internal modes

The issue of non-uniqueness of the analysis in Eq. (4) for

marginal and unstable modes is well known. Non-uniqueness

occurs when the denominator in Eq. (4c) is resonant,

x2
i � x2

0, and the projection is then quantitatively invalid. If

one of the normal modes resonates with the driving frequency

x2
i � x2

0, the corresponding coefficient in Eq. (4) will be

large unless fi ¼ 0. In the static case where x0 ¼ 0, this

means that near-marginal modes will be preferentially excited

and can dominate the response. For example, in the compari-

son that was discussed in Ref. 10, the RWM becomes nearly

marginal as b approaches the no-wall limit and this mode

dominates the response. This is believed to be the cause of

the discrepancy with the measured response noted earlier and

in Ref. 10. Typically, for normal modes near marginal stabil-

ity, ideal MHD can be strongly modified by non-ideal effects

and the estimated contribution from those normal modes

using ideal MHD becomes a poor approximation. For exam-

ple, the RWM is modified from the ideal kink mode by the

resistive wall, plasma dissipation, and rotation.40

The problem of near-internal modes excited from outside

is less well appreciated. This occurs when fi in Eq. (4c) is

small but nonzero so that ai is also small because the coupling

to the forcing function is weak. But even if ai is small, in Eq.

(4a), if niðxÞ is large in some region where f ðxÞ is small, such

as in the core, the full contribution ai niðxÞ can be large there.

This is the case with the m=n ¼ 3=3 quasi-interchange mode.

Nominally internal modes such as the m=n ¼ 1=1 ideal kink

or quasi-interchange modes36 are strictly internal only if the

conducting wall is at the plasma boundary. In reality, with

the wall removed, these modes exhibit some small displace-

ment at the boundary.37 Conversely, if the boundary is forced

and the forcing function contains a part of this near-internal

normal mode, the response will contain a contribution from it

[Eq. (4)] and the large internal amplitude can dominate the

core response. While the IPEC code generally removes this

contribution7 (though in the present case it is not found in the

IPEC results), it is fully included in the dynamic evolution

FIG. 11. Results from MARS-F calculations showing the perturbed q¼ 8/3

surface with (a) reduced plasma rotation and an ideal plasma and (b) with

full rotation and finite resistivity using the Spitzer profile. The corresponding

unperturbed surfaces are also shown (black dashed lines) along with the

unperturbed plasma boundary (black dotted lines).
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approach. The problem is that the actual contribution is sensi-

tive to small changes in the forcing function—i.e., to small

changes in the externally imposed field. Formally, the normal

modes that are near the null space of the projection on to the

boundary result in an ill-posed problem, with the IPEC solu-

tion being to eliminate them from consideration. In contrast,

the dynamic approaches typically include them and the con-

sequent sensitivity that comes with ill-posed problems.

Near marginal stability, the two issues exacerbate each

other; in that case, the corresponding ai is also large. Thus,

when the normal mode is also near marginal, as the quasi-

interchange mode typically are when q0 is very close to

unity,36 it can both dominate the predicted response and, as

discussed above, is also generally strongly modified, and

may even be completely suppressed by, non-ideal effects. In

the present case of discharge #142603, the quasi-interchange

mode is both near marginal and near-internal. Typically,

multiple n with m ¼ n are present simultaneously so the 3=3

is strongly excited, consistent with the MARS-F calculation

results discussed in Sec. III A. Note, however, that the quasi-

interchange mode stability is also quite sensitive to details of

the profiles and quickly moves away from the marginal point

as qmin, for example, is increased slightly, which may explain

the absence of the quasi-interchange mode in the IPEC cal-

culations in this case.

The net result is that the near-internal normal modes,

when present, generally dominate the core response but are

sensitive to both the physics and the equilibrium parameters.

In the actual experiment, this component of the response

may be present, or it may be suppressed by non ideal effects

and the real answer probably lies somewhere between com-

plete suppression as in IPEC or complete inclusion as in the

MARS-F and M3D-C1 calculations. As mentioned earlier,

this issue becomes more serious in nonlinear dynamic simu-

lations and will be addressed in Sec. IV E.

D. Breakdown of linear theory for finite perturbations

Linear theory involves an expansion to first order in the

displacement relative to the equilibrium scale length and is

formally valid in the limit of infinitesimal displacements, or

in practice, for sufficiently small displacements. The ques-

tion is how small does “sufficiently small” need to be. In the

present case, the applied non-axisymmetric field is very

small (dBn¼3 � 10�3B0) and one might expect linear theory

to be a good approximation.

There are two issues that complicate this question. First,

even though the applied field is small, the response can be

much larger, particularly if a resonant response is involved.

This can be relatively easily checked a postieri once the

response is calculated. Second, and more important, linear-

ized displacements will be invalid if they predict that two

neighboring perturbed flux surfaces cross at some points.

Construction of the flux surfaces was discussed earlier in

Sec. IV A. In the ideal case, the surfaces move with the fluid

displacements and the fluid displacements can be used. In

the non-ideal case, one can use either contours of a flux sur-

face quantity such as electron temperature or resort to the

Poincare map. In the first two options, the surfaces may be

predicted to have crossed indicating a breakdown of the lin-

ear theory. The Poincare map will show at most an enhanced

smearing of the surfaces and cannot easily be used to test for

breakdown.

Two criteria can be obtained that, if satisfied, imply the

predicted surfaces have crossed. A relatively crude estimate

that is easily implemented in MARS-F is found by asking if

two surfaces move in opposite directions toward each other.

This is motivated by Fig. 4 where the number of flute oscilla-

tions on the inboard side changes—usually by unity—from

the vicinity of one rational n ¼ 3 surface to the next (the

number of oscillations on the outboard ballooning side tends

to be fixed), implying there must be regions where the two

surface motions are out of phase. Thus, a sufficient condition

for crossing is when a given finite displacement (fluid dis-

placement or electron temperature contour) vector head and

tail differ in phase by more than p=2. In that case, the first

flux surface moved to the original location of a flux surface

that is itself moving in toward the first, as shown schemati-

cally in Fig. 12(a). Thus, a crossing criterion is when

cosðut � u0Þ < 0; (6a)

where u0 and ut are the phases at the start and end points of

the complex normal component of the finite displacement

vector.

A second, more refined sufficient criterion for crossing

is found from asking when one surface overtakes another—

i.e., when the difference in normal displacement of two

points on neighboring surfaces exceeds the original physical

distance between them as shown in Fig. 12(b). The local

crossing condition for a given point is

@nn=@sj� < �1; (6b)

where the derivative is normal to the original surface and s is

the physical distance in the normal direction. Equation (6b)

can be modified by replacing it with

j@nn=@sj� > 1; (6c)

since if this is satisfied, there is at least one toroidal phase

where Eq. (6b) is satisfied.

Figure 13 shows the results from the two estimates in

Eqs. (6). In Fig. 13(a), the regions where Eq. (6a) is satisfied

for the MARS-F calculation of Fig. 3(a) are colored and the

rest left blank. This indicates a gross breakdown of the linear

prediction on the outboard side near the boundary and in the

FIG. 12. Flux surface crossing criteria for (a) surfaces moving in opposite

directions and (b) one surface overtaking a neighboring surface.
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core where the displacements are larger, as well as along the

inboard side where the phase changes are rapid when the

dominant poloidal structure of neighboring flux surfaces

changes rapidly between rational surfaces and the phase dif-

ference is essentially p. In that case, the criterion corresponds

to the case where the maximum of one contour overlaps with

the minimum of a neighboring contour. The more refined cri-

terion of Eq. (6c) is shown in Fig. 13(b) for the M3D-C1 lin-

ear simulation of Fig. 5. This used the electron temperature to

construct an effective flux surface displacement. In this case,

the regions where the crossing criterion of Eq. (6c) is satisfied

are uncolored, so that the respective resonant surfaces, shown

as the colored lines, can be seen. The breakdown of the linear

model here is also largely in the edge region but is more uni-

formly distributed poloidally than the cruder estimate of Fig.

13(a). A breakdown in the core from the near-internal 3=3

mode is also seen in both figures.

Overall, the two estimates are in good agreement. In

principle, the second criterion should include the first but the

numerical calculations implemented are different since Eq.

(6c) is a strictly local estimate, whereas Eq. (6a) involves an

actual difference between two finitely displaced points. The

disagreements between them can be mostly attributed to the

crudeness of Eq. (6a), which indicates only relatively serious

local breakdowns. There are also some minor quantitative

differences between the MARS-F and M3D-C1 calculations

that may contribute to some of the isolated discrepancies.

It should be emphasized that the results shown in Fig.

13 apply to the present case and are not universal. Several

examples with no or very limited crossing have been found

in other simulations of DIII-D I-coil experiments. For suffi-

ciently small finite displacements, there should be no break-

down since neither crossing criterion can be satisfied in the

case of an infinitesimal displacement where nn ! 0; Eqs. (6)

can be satisfied only for finite and sufficiently large displace-

ments. There is a formal exception to this statement right at

rational surfaces where j@nn=@sj� can diverge if nn is discon-

tinuous but this is restricted to a set of measure zero.

The crucial result is that there can be a breakdown for fi-

nite perturbations and that this breakdown can be predicted

and monitored. The breakdown does occur for the specific

linear calculations presented here. Comparing the two crite-

ria also provides an indication of where there are gross viola-

tions—when the intersecting surfaces are actually moving in

opposing directions.

E. Saturation to nonlinear steady-state

For discharge #142603, the nonlinear M3D-C1 calcula-

tions have not yet yielded a successful simulation with con-

vergence to a non-axisymmetric steady-state. In contrast, for

the similar discharge #126006, convergence to an approxi-

mate steady-state was achieved with a judicial choice of nu-

merical parameters controlling the time stepping.

The reason for the failure in #142603 is not known,

although it appears to be the near-internal 3=3 mode that

nonlinearly grows. This may be purely numerical or have a

physical basis. A few additional comments are worth mak-

ing, elaborating on the possibility that the instability has a

physical basis. Even if not so in this case, the considerations

are generally applicable.

Considering the system as evolving through a sequence

of near or approximate force-balance equilibria, the evolving

profiles of the nonlinear simulation encounter damped and

possibly growing modes of the non-ideal system as it

evolves. The approximate force balance equilibria at each

time may be true equilibria in the sense of Fig. 1 or possibly

only approximate, depending on the rate at which the field is

ramped and the rate of change of the transport processes. In

any case, treating the response as made up of a sum of nor-

mal modes of L for the equilibrium at any given time, these

normal modes, at least early on, should resemble those of the

initial state. Of course, the caveats to interpreting the results

in this manner detailed in Sec. III A apply. However, in the

nonlinear case, additional normal modes not present in the

applied force f ðxÞ (i.e., formally orthogonal to f in the

Hilbert space sense) can also be actively driven by the

remaining modes, which if a steady state is finally reached in

the experiment, would presumably suffer from dissipation.

Different normal modes are generally subject to varying

growth and dissipation from the array of non-ideal effects

present in the real system, generally leaving only a subset of

the normal modes that were originally present in the linear

phase. Assuming an energy landscape with a number of local

FIG. 13. Results from the two estimates in Eqs. (6) for breakdown of the lin-

ear prediction. (a) Regions where Eq. (6a) is satisfied for the MARS-F calcu-

lation (colored). (b) Criterion Eq. (6c) for the M3D-C1 linear simulation

(uncolored). In (b), the resonant surfaces in the breakdown region are indi-

cated by the colored lines.
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minima, variations in the dissipation mechanisms and rates

can yield any one of these states. Thus, the final saturated

state reached is, in principle, dependent on the dissipation

effects present. In the context of Fig. 1, different non-ideal

physics can result in evolution to either a different equilib-

rium state, much like can occur in the equilibrium approach,

or to no steady state at all. Thus, for the nonlinear dynamic

approach, it is important to include, with sufficient fidelity,

models of the non-ideal dissipation (and possibly driving)

mechanisms for each of the normal modes present. If the

appropriate dissipation of a single, possibly unimportant,

mode is not present or is insufficient in the simulations that

mode may be driven or left inadequately damped and domi-

nate the others, presumably leading to a different final state,

which may or may not even be a steady state.

It is not yet clear if this is, in fact, the case in the simula-

tions for discharge #142603, or if it even plays some role in

those for discharge #126006. For discharge #142603, the im-

mediate concern of course is the predominately 3/3 quasi-

interchange near-internal mode that appears to be ultimately

driven nonlinearly unstable. But the concern is more general

and these points need to be kept in mind. An analogous situa-

tion occurs in the failure of gyrokinetic simulations to find a

saturated ballooning mode41 that is similarly attributed to the

lack of the appropriate damping mechanisms.

F. Constraints in the nonlinear perturbed equilibrium
approach

The possibility exists that the VMEC calculations simply

found an alternative equilibrium solution. There are two pos-

sible causes for this and both can be interpreted in terms of

the need for more specific or different constraints on obtain-

ing the equilibrium solutions. First, the input profiles need to

be specified uniquely. This is done by taking both the pres-

sure gradient p0ðUÞ and the safety factor qðUÞ (or rotational

transform iðUÞ � 1=qðUÞ) as appropriate functions of the to-

roidal flux U. Normally, these could be obtained from com-

plete equilibrium reconstructions of both the initial 2D and

final perturbed 3D configurations. As discussed earlier in Sec.

II, this was not possible due to conflicting experimental

restrictions. Alternatively, a standard procedure would be to

obtain the 2D initial profiles, which are routinely measured in

tokamaks, and apply forward modeling to simulate the 3D

perturbed profiles. The forward model essentially applies the

constraints.

Even with the profiles specified, however, under some

conditions, VMEC calculations for low shear configurations

assuming an axisymmetric boundary have been shown to

yield two different solutions for the same input profiles

specified as a function of toroidal flux. One is the expected

axisymmetric equilibrium. The other exhibits a helical core

in the region where the shear is low that transitions to an axi-

symmetric configuration in the outer shell.28–30 The different

solutions were obtained by taking different initial guesses. In

nominally non-axisymmetric 3D geometry, the space of sol-

utions is larger and given the nonlinear nature of the equilib-

rium force balance equation, multiple solutions for a given

restricted subset of specified parameters should be expected.

It appears unlikely that the selection of inappropriate

profiles is the fundamental cause of the discrepancies with

the linear codes. In the case considered here, the VMEC sol-

utions in Fig. 8 assumed as input profiles the same pressure

and safety factor as functions of toroidal flux in both the 2D

and 3D equilibria reconstructed from the perturbed experi-

mental state and, as noted, this implies the transport response

is subtracted out in the response, though it is contained in the

total final 3D state. The linear formulations were also initi-

ated using the same profiles but include additional profile

evolution to first order in the displacements, including a non-

axisymmetric pressure perturbation, but this is small and

does not change the background axisymmetric pressure.

Thus, effectively neither calculation of the plasma response

included the full transport response.

The possibility does remain that the VMEC has con-

verged to an alternative bifurcated equilibrium, with a situa-

tion similar to that in Refs. 28–30 where different initial

guesses yield different states. Additional constraints are then

needed to specify which equilibrium is desired. For example,

the states generally differ in physical quantities, such as the

axis Shafranov shift, the helical distortion, or the axis W
value or total current. These are not normally provided in an

equilibrium calculation with qðUÞ specified and they would

need to be imposed additionally. This will require additional

exploration.

G. Convergence in VMEC

An additional technical issue, specific to VMEC, though

with more general implications for any 3D equilibrium cal-

culation, concerns the treatment of the singular currents at

resonant surfaces. This is a longstanding problem in stellara-

tor research that cannot be addressed in any detail here. The

VMEC code treats these currents in a particular way that

effectively does not resolve the singular currents but yields a

state where force balance is approximately maintained.

Additionally, VMEC has no sensitivity to the resonances

associated with pressure gradients on rational surfaces (the

so-called “Pfirsch-Schluter” resonances). For stellarator

applications where resonances are avoided as much as possi-

ble, this is generally sufficient. For the tokamak case, how-

ever, there are generally many resonant surfaces, and they

are particularly dense in the edge region.

The cavalier treatment of Pfirsch-Schluter resonances

may explain at least the discrepancy between VMEC and the

other approaches near rational surfaces. Recent work for a

nearly cylindrical zero pressure tokamak-like case with a sin-

gle resonant surface has found that convergence with increas-

ing mesh, of the singular current at that surface toward the

expected delta function, is extremely slow and requires much

larger radial meshes than are commonly used in most stellara-

tor studies. The reason for the poor convergence in that case

is not yet understood; in particular, it is not known whether it

is specific to the near-cylindrical case where there is no cou-

pling between poloidal harmonics. The VMEC calculations

described in Sec. III C used 385 radial mesh points and 165

poloidal and toroidal angle combinations but the cylindrical

studies suggested much higher radial resolution might be
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necessary to obtain a strong peaking of the resonant parallel

current. Full convergence with several times that resolution

may ultimately result in an entirely different solution from

the one obtained. However, using a finer mesh while retaining

the needed number of poloidal harmonics is not yet practical

and more work is needed to resolve this issue. One potential

solution is to utilize a different equilibrium code and the

SIESTA code23 is, in fact, being developed to address the

problem of properly resolving the singular currents.

It is important to note that, irrespective of the rate of con-

vergence with mesh, the VMEC solutions are a legitimate

equilibrium state in that they do satisfy Eq. (1) in the weak

sense of satisfying the integral variational condition, though

not the second order differential equation since the second

derivatives are not defined when the singular currents are

present. Typically, the solutions satisfy force balance to order

10�16 or better. The solutions also satisfy the divergence con-

dition r•B ¼ 0 to very high accuracy. However, for the

divergence condition on the current density, r•j ¼ 0, there

is an ambiguity depending on whether j is constructed

directly from r� B, or from inverting B•r j== ¼ �r•j?.

The latter results in a singular current at rational surfaces,

where B•r is not invertible, but is not equal tor� B.

V. ANNULAR MAGNETIC HELICITY CONSERVATION

In the nonlinear perturbed equilibrium approach, if the

final profiles are not reconstructed, a relationship between

the (normally assumed to be known) 2D profiles and the

final profiles of the 3D system is needed. This relationship

represents a constraint that must be imposed on the equilib-

rium. General considerations for specifying invariants

or constraints depend on whether the non-axisymmetric

field is applied adiabatically, so that force balance is re-

established continuously, or whether it is applied instanta-

neously.7 A related fundamental question is how many

constraints are needed for a unique solution. The con-

straints that need to be imposed on the profiles are largely

determined by the transport response. In the calculations

that were described in Secs. III and IV, the comparisons of

the actual response in each approach effectively excluded

it. This section addresses that response in more general

situations.

In VMEC, the profiles are constrained by taking both

the pressure gradient p0ðUÞ and the safety factor qðUÞ (or

rotational transform iðUÞ � 1=qðUÞ) as functions of toroidal

flux U from the reconstructions of p0ðWÞ and qðWÞ obtained

from EFIT. Since qðWÞ determines uniquely the relationship

between U and W, this procedure should yield the same pro-

files if qðWÞ is unchanged, and, with the reservations dis-

cussed in Sec. IV F, a unique equilibrium if the boundary is

specified as well. However, it is known that p0ðWÞ changes

when the I-coils are energized since the density is consider-

ably modified1,2 and the temperature profile evolves as well.

Since the edge bootstrap current density also depends on

density and temperature, the current density and qðUÞ profile

will presumably also change (disregarding the possibility of

some cancellation, accidental or otherwise, between the

effects of temperature and density).

Note that ambiguity exists even if qðWÞ is unchanged,

namely, whether the profiles inserted into VMEC are fixed

functions of toroidal flux, poloidal flux, or vertical position

as in the actual Thomson diagnostic. Different bifurcated sol-

utions could be obtained if qðWÞ, qðUÞ, or qðzÞ are specified.

The choice made is typically for convenience according to

the standard input of the equilibrium code, and the choice

represents an example of a code-specific constraint.

If the topology changes as well, VMEC is inappropriate

and one of the other 3D equilibrium codes needs to be used.

In that case, further conditions must be imposed, as dis-

cussed in detail in Ref. 7, in order to specify the profiles in

the region both inside and around newly formed islands or

chaotic regions. In essence, the pressure needs to be evolved

in the intact regions and additional specification of the pres-

sure in new island and chaotic regions is required when they

form.42

The current profile also needs to be specified in some

way and magnetic helicity is one promising option that has

been suggested as an appropriate profile.7,24 Specifying the

magnetic helicity, which is a measure of the interlinking of

two magnetic flux tubes,43,44 has advantages as a constraint

to be imposed on the current profile that are described in

some detail in Ref. 7. Formally the helicity for a given sur-

face denoted by a label w is defined as an integral over the

volume enclosed by the surface

KðwÞ ¼
ðw

w0

A•Bds; (7)

where A is the vector potential, B is the magnetic field, and

w0 is the flux surface label corresponding to the magnetic

axis. For the case of two discrete interlinked flux tubes with

fluxes Ui and Uj , this reduces to a product of the two fluxes

KðwÞ ¼ lij Ui Uj: (8a)

The Gauss linking number lij is twice the number of times

loop i is threaded through loop j as shown in Fig. 14. For a

discrete collection of several distinct interlinked flux tubes,

K ¼
X

i;j

lijUiUj (8b)

and

FIG. 14. Linking of two flux tubes.
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lij ¼
1

4p

� �þ
i

þ
j

rij

r3

� �
� ðdri � drjÞ

h i
; (8c)

where the integrals are along the two flux tubes, and rij is the

radial vector between two elements of the respective flux

loops dri and drj. Additional formulae for calculating the

helicity in a diffuse toroidal plasma are given in Ref. 7. The

most important result for the case of nested flux surfaces is

KðwÞ ¼
ðw

w0

Hðw0 ; tÞ dw0; (9a)

where

Hðw; tÞ � U
dW
dw

� �
�W

dU
dw

� �� �
; (9b)

and where U and W are the toroidal and poloidal fluxes. The

flux surface label w can be taken to be either U or W if

desired, and in the latter case,

Hðw ; tÞ � U � q W; (9c)

which is just the helical flux.

For ideal plasma responses, the magnetic helicity profile

is preserved. When field lines reconnect, however, the helic-

ity can change as the linking number changes. A set of par-

tial or annular magnetic helicities between selected flux

surfaces w� ðv ¼ 0; 1; 2; ::::sÞ, where w0 represents the mag-

netic axis and ws the plasma boundary,

Mðw��1; w�Þ ¼
ðw�

w��1

A•B ds; (10a)

was proposed as a set of profile constraints in Ref. 7, so that

KðwÞ �
X

�<Nþ1
½Mðw��1; w�Þ� þ MðwN; wÞ (10b)

with wN < w < wNþ1. The additional term, MðwN; wÞ rep-

resents the outermost incomplete section between the previ-

ous selected surface wN and the surface w.

By choosing the w� to lie at particular rational surfaces

[Fig. 15(a)], the individual Mðw��1; w�Þ are then expected to

be invariant up to a constant. In the intact region between

islands that may form at the w� surfaces, the initial continuous

magnetic helicity profile of the 2D configuration remains piece-

wise continuous but, in the island regions, the topology, and

therefore the Gauss linking number and helicity, changes [Fig.

15(b)]. The partial helicities outside the island are, therefore,

expected to shift by a constant since the helicity integration is

cumulative. If the partial helicities from each new island at w�

are denoted by Iðw
�
Þ, then Eq. (10b) is replaced by

KðwÞ �
X

�<Nþ1
½Mðw��1; w�Þ þ Iðw�Þ� þ MðwN; wÞ:

(10c)

In the intact regions where the surfaces are nested, the

Mðw��1; w�Þ can be calculated easily7 from

Mðw��1; w�Þ ¼
ðw�

w��1

Hðw0 ; tÞ dw0: (10d)

In the island regions, the helicity contributions are more

complicated but can be calculated in principle from the to-

pology by summing individual twist, torsion, and writhe

contributions.7,43,44

The hypothesis can be tested in a nonlinear dynamic

simulation. The anticipated behavior is shown schematically

in Fig. 16, reproduced from Ref. 7. Figure 17 displays the

FIG. 15. Annular helicities defined in multiple discrete regions covering the

plasma cross section. (a) For the initial 2D state with intact surfaces and con-

tinuous helicity profile and (b) for the 3D state with an island.

FIG. 16. Anticipated behavior of the helicity profile. Reprinted with permis-

sion from A. D. Turnbull, Nucl. Fusion 52, 054016 (2012). Copyright 2012

IOP Publishing and International Atomic Energy Agency.

FIG. 17. Results for the helicity in the initial and final states from a simula-

tion using NIMROD for DIII-D discharge #133221 at 3776 ms. The change

in helicity from the initial 2D state at the 3/2 island is clearly visible.
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results from a simulation using the extended MHD code

NIMROD15 for a DIII-D discharge #133221 with the equilib-

rium reconstructed for 3776 ms. In the experiment, an

m=n ¼ 3=2 tearing mode was destabilized by electron cyclo-

tron current drive (ECCD) aimed beforehand to modify the

current profile. In the simulation, the initial state obtained

from using the reconstructed profiles, which implicitly con-

tained the modification from the applied ECCD, was then

found to be linearly unstable to the 3=2 tearing mode. The

nonlinear evolution was followed through the island evolu-

tion into a final non-axisymmetric steady state. Figure 18

shows the current density and safety factor profiles in the ini-

tial and final states. The helicity is calculated by mapping the

magnetic fields from NIMROD onto a 3D grid in straight

field line coordinates. The poloidal and toroidal fluxes, along

with their derivatives in Eq. (9), are then calculated numeri-

cally from the magnetic field on this grid and Hðw ; tÞ is

numerically integrated to obtain the helicity.

This was an instability driven perturbation and there are

some differences in the constraints that might apply7 com-

pared to an externally driven non-axisymmetry, but these are

expected to be irrelevant to the helicity evolution in this

case. The simulation assumed a single fluid, with Spitzer re-

sistivity and a Lundquist number S � 106 with fixed resistiv-

ity profile. In Fig. 17, the change in helicity from the initial

2D state at the 3=2 island is plainly visible and the jump over

the width of the island, though smooth, is otherwise as antici-

pated. However, comparing Fig. 17 with Fig. 16, it is also

apparent that the profile outside this island is not just the

expected constant offset. Thus, there is some additional

unanticipated effect.

Two possible reasons for the discrepancy have been

considered. First, the helicity model assumes no resistive dif-

fusion. Taking the helicity as a product of fluxes and an

effective linking number, as in Eqs. (8), even though the

linking number does not change outside the island, the fluxes

do change as a result of resistive diffusion and this was

neglected in the model. In the simulations, diffusion of the

axisymmetric equilibrium was minimized by inclusion of an

implicit source, but the non-axisymmetric components of the

fluxes that are generated drive a quasilinear diffusion of the

axisymmetric component. In principle, the effect of diffusion

can be calculated from the diffusion rate of the fluxes in the

simulation by differentiating Eq. (9)

d

dt
Mðw��1 ; w�Þ ¼

ðw�

w��1

@ Hðw0 ; tÞ
@t

� �
dw0 þ dw�

dt

� dw��1

dt
; (11)

and @ Hðw ; tÞ=@t can be calculated from Eq. (8b) and diffu-

sion equations for the toroidal and poloidal fluxes.

Rather than invoking Eq. (11), however, a quick esti-

mate can be found from just the product of the toroidal and

poloidal fluxes, as in Eq. (8a). The flux changes from the

simulation are shown in Fig. 19. Taking just the axisymmet-

ric (quasilinear) change in fluxes, this would imply the rela-

tive change in helicity from flux diffusion is of the order

dK=K � ðdU �W þ dW �UÞ=ðUWÞ � ðdW=WÞ � 2:5� 10�3,

which is an order of magnitude too small and of the oppo-

site sign to account for the shifts.

In the simulation, several higher order islands appeared

in addition to the large 3=2 island. A Poincare plot for the

final steady state is shown in Fig. 20. Near the edge, there

are small 5=2, 6=2, and 7=2 islands. According to the model,

these should produce additional helicity offsets that could

account for the difference between the results from the simu-

lation and the hypothesized model; the shifts near the edge

are of the same order as, but smaller than, in rough propor-

tion to the island sizes, the shift at the 3=2 island.

However, the transitions through the islands, including the

3=2 island, are still much smoother than anticipated in Fig. 16.

In the original hypothesis, the changes at islands were expected

to result in discontinuous jumps since, in the simple models of

discrete flux tubes, lij is an integer.7,43,44 However, for a diffuse

FIG. 18. Current density and safety factor profiles in the initial (solid curves)

and final (dashed curves) states for DIII-D discharge #133221 at 3776 ms.

FIG. 19. Poloidal and toroidal flux change from the NIMROD simulation

for DIII-D discharge #133221.

FIG. 20. Poincare plot for the final steady state from the NIMROD simula-

tion for DIII-D discharge #133221 at 3776 ms showing the edge 5/2, 6/2,

and 7/2 islands in addition to the large inner 3/2 island.
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set of flux tubes, lij is a continuously varying real number. For

example, for a simplified analytic model field with intact surfa-

ces and qðWÞ ¼ q0 þ ðqs � q0Þ½ðW � W0Þ=ðWs � W0Þ�a,

the helicity reduces to

KðWÞ ¼ �½a=ðaþ 2Þ�ðU � q0WÞW � �½a=ðaþ 2Þ�WU;

(12)

so the effective linking number depends continuously on a.

More work is needed to determine if this accounts for the rel-

atively continuous shifts in Fig. 17 but at present, this seems

a likely explanation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The comparisons of different response models have

revealed a number of important results. Key among these is

that while the linear models agree reasonably well, and

even semi-quantitatively despite the different approaches

and numerical schemes, the results from the nonlinear per-

turbed equilibrium approach using VMEC are qualitatively

different. Results from nonlinear dynamic simulations using

the extended MHD code M3D-C1 are somewhat prelimi-

nary but are qualitatively similar to the linear predictions.

The second key result is the breakdown of the linear

models for the finite perturbations applied, despite the mu-

tual agreement in their predictions. The surprise, here, is not

that the linear theory breaks down for sufficiently large per-

turbations, it is that it breaks down at the level of applied

perturbations less than 10�3 of the axisymmetric toroidal

field. The displacements are of the order of a millimeter or

less in a plasma of minor radius of half a meter.

The third result is that several of the limitations inher-

ent in each approach that were identified in Ref. 7 have

been shown to have actual consequences. Specifically, the

sensitivity of the results of linear and nonlinear dynamic

simulations to the input physical dissipation models, and

the ill-posed nature of the formulations in the presence of

near null-space normal modes, were to some extent corro-

borated. Their ultimate importance for the present case,

however, is not yet clear. In this context, the interpretation

of the response in terms of sums of normal modes generated

by L is a useful heuristic construct. This remains true even

in the nonlinear case provided it is not taken quantitatively

and allows for the possible existence of "extended normal

modes" outside the Hilbert space, even if they cannot be

identified from the projection onto the Hilbert space.

The final major result is that, while the magnetic helicity

model proposed in Ref. 7 appears to be generally valid, cor-

rections are needed to fully validate it. This will probably

require a quantitative calculation of the helicity profile in the

presence of islands interspersed with intact nested surfaces.

For the first result, there are four possibilities with

respect to the VMEC calculations that can be gleaned from

the discussion in Sec. IV. The resolution of the disagreement

with the other approaches may be that VMEC found an alter-

native equilibrium solution within the energy landscape.

Second, the explanation might be insufficient convergence

with the mesh. Alternatively, the restriction to nested

surfaces may be an undue constraint that strongly modifies

the global solutions everywhere. Conversely, the VMEC sol-

utions could be correct.

Regarding the first possibility, it appears unlikely that

the treatment of the transport response can explain the dis-

crepancy. As explained earlier, the transport response is

implicit in the 2D unperturbed control equilibrium that each

of the approaches is based on. The linear codes do include

an additional first order response required to re-establish

force balance but this is small, whereas the transport

response in the VMEC calculations is effectively removed

by explicit subtraction of the unperturbed state. Moreover,

the M3D-C1 nonlinear calculations include a simplified

transport model, yet the linear and the nonlinear dynamic

calculations qualitatively yield similar responses. Therefore,

without some subtle conspiracy, it is difficult to make the

case that the transport response applied in VMEC is the

major culprit.

The lack of information on the profiles in comparable 2D

and 3D states presently precludes a more sophisticated calcu-

lation. There are two ways this can be solved. In both, a valid

comparison 2D discharge without the I-coils will need to be

obtained. This requires a different experimental setup where

the profiles can be reconstructed at an earlier time just before

the I-coils are energized, but sufficiently close in time to avoid

unrelated changes to the equilibrium. Alternatively, a control

discharge that is otherwise identical to the perturbed configu-

ration needs to be developed. Then, a full 3D reconstruction

of the profiles will naturally include the full transport

response, and this response can be extracted from the differ-

ence. This empirical approach is the key to the success of

analysis of equilibria in axisymmetric configurations.33

Efforts at developing a 3D reconstruction capability are well

underway45,46 but will ultimately require sufficient diagnostic

capabilities covering the full three dimensions before they can

be performed routinely like in the 2D case.

From a theoretical viewpoint, reconstructions can also

guide work on understanding the transport response but will

not provide a real understanding of the mechanisms and

processes involved. The alternative approach is to link the

profiles in the 3D state to measured profiles from the 2D

state. Thus, models need to be developed for these processes.

Additional specific constraints may also be needed to guar-

antee the dynamically accessed state is found when there is a

bifurcation with two distinct states having the same input

profile specifications.28–30

The concerns with convergence of VMEC also need to

be resolved. It is not yet clear if the 385 radial mesh points

used are sufficient for this case. The immediate question

remains whether the extremely slow convergence of the sin-

gle resonant surface, near-cylindrical case is specific to, or is

exacerbated by, that special limiting case. While this is

beyond the scope of the present work, it needs to be kept in

mind. Nevertheless, while it might explain differences at res-

onant surfaces, by itself, it is also unlikely to be the full

explanation.

The assumption of intact flux surfaces in VMEC may be

too restrictive and some breaking of the surfaces may be nec-

essary to obtain the correct response. The nonlinear M3D-C1
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results support this in that they do result in some island for-

mation near low order rational surfaces, but still retain the

flute-like structure of the perturbed surfaces away from the

rational surfaces. The breakdown in the linear predictions

also suggests reconnection of the rational surfaces is

expected. Still, if this is the case, it is interesting that the flute

structure persists well away from the resonant surfaces in the

linear and the nonlinear dynamic evolution calculations but

is not apparent at all in the VMEC results, except near the

outermost boundary. It remains possible that insufficient

convergence of the singular currents at rational surfaces

coupled with the restriction of strictly maintaining nested

flux surfaces might result in a globally different solution.

The breakdown of the linear model predictions would

appear to invalidate the linear responses in Fig. 3 through Fig.

6. However, the results of the nonlinear M3D-C1 simulation

discussed in Sec. III B imply that any predicted breakdown in

the linear models has limited consequences since it results in

only minor qualitative modifications to the response.

Nonetheless, the breakdown does mean that the quantitative

results are suspect. It is important to emphasize that the local

breakdown can be predicted in any situation. The criteria in

Eqs. (6) can and should be checked routinely in forced oscilla-

tion problems where the displacement amplitude is finite.

They also could be useful in initializing a nonlinear run from

a rescaled linear “seed” perturbation. It would be interesting,

for example, to compare two nonlinear simulations starting

from different linear seed amplitudes where one satisfies the

local breakdown criteria and the other does not.

Regarding the sensitivity to the presence of near-internal

modes, this can presumably be resolved by finding the appro-

priate physical mechanism that damps these modes in prac-

tice or decouples these modes from the forcing perturbation.

The latter is the solution employed inherently in IPEC for

example. However, care needs to be taken in eliminating

them completely since they may play a role physically;

although they tend to be only weakly coupled to the external

perturbation, the plasma displacements they induce can be

quite large. Thus, the damping models need to be reasonably

faithful to the real physics. This is true more generally given

the sensitivity to the physics models discussed in Secs. IV B

and IV E. Direct quantitative comparisons of the detailed

responses with experiments are needed at this point to distin-

guish the different possible physics models.

At the present juncture, no definitive conclusion can be

made as to which major approach is correct or closest to real-

ity. Qualitatively, the VMEC predictions are the outlier and

the concerns identified above probably all contribute. But

none is by itself a verified explanation. On the other hand,

issues that might be used to claim the linear predictions are

suspect, appear in light of the nonlinear M3D-C1 simulations

to be unimportant.

Although it seems unlikely, it is nonetheless possible

that the qualitative similarity of the linear results and the

M3D-C1 nonlinear simulation is illusory. The normal modes

that dominate the linear response may, in the experiment, be

damped to small amplitude but not be sufficiently damped in

the simulation so that they continue to dominate the solution.

To decide which result (if any) is the correct physical

response will require a set of experiments dedicated to

obtaining sufficient diagnostic data to discriminate between

the predictions.

With respect to the proposed invariance of annular mag-

netic helicities,7 more work is needed to properly resolve the

apparent non-constancy of the annular helicity profile

changes in the edge regions in Fig. 17. This would entail a

full 3D calculation of the helicity contributions Iðw
�
Þ in Eq.

(10c) from the island regions, with an appropriate linking

number obtained from their topology, or by summing the

twist, torsion, and writhe contributions, including the inter-

linking of the island with the core regions inside.7 Simplified

models may provide sufficient accuracy but full, extended

MHD simulations should aid in testing such models.

Some additional comments should be made regarding

the difference between the annular helicity hypothesis and

the Taylor model47 for the RFP. The Taylor model posited

that the helicity conservation for each flux surface in an ideal

system is destroyed everywhere by turbulent and dissipative

processes leaving just a single invariant, consisting of the

global helicity integral over the whole volume, Ks � KðwsÞ
in Eq. (7). From Fig. 17, it is apparent that the edge helicity

does change between the initial value and the final steady

state so the Taylor model does not apply—a result not unex-

pected since it is known to be inappropriate for tokamaks

given that it also predicts a force free plasma supporting no

pressure gradients. The annular helicity hypothesis is in

some sense the converse of this in positing that the helicity is

effectively destroyed only at a finite number of surfaces but

that they produce jumps in the helicity outside each such sur-

face when the topology changes. Thus, the total helicity Ks

should change by the accumulated jumps unless there is a

specific cancellation of the jumps. This seems unlikely, for

example, if only a single jump is present.

A comparison to the work of Hudson et al.24 is also

worthwhile. Superficially, the models appear similar in that

both assume regions of intact surfaces and regions where

they are destroyed. However, Ref. 24 posits that the jumps

are in the pressure profile and that they occur at the intact

surfaces, with zero pressure gradients elsewhere. While it is

not obvious that this view is actually incompatible with the

helicity model in Ref. 7, it is also apparent that neither model

is completely satisfactory—in Ref. 7, for the reasons identi-

fied in comparing Figs. 16 and 17, and in the Hudson model

since there are issues in deciding which surfaces are allowed

to support a pressure gradient. It would be worthwhile to

explore models that include aspects of both theories.

In concluding, some additional remarks on the overall

relationship between the approaches are worth making. In

Fig. 1, which illustrates the difference between the dynamic

and perturbed equilibrium approaches, the two schemes can

be thought of as simply following two different paths in pa-

rameter space from the initial 2D state to a final 3D state

with locally minimum energy. Equilibrium codes have an

implicit dissipation allowing relaxation to the new minimum

energy state. In this sense, equilibrium code iterations mimic

an alternative dynamics, generally chosen to speed conver-

gence. For example, VMEC and SIESTA utilize an effective

time stepping to converge to a minimum energy state via a
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steepest descent path in energy,20 thereby mimicking a

dynamic evolution. HINT uses an iteration scheme derived

from a simplified set of dynamic equations, but with renor-

malized inertia to speed up this “evolution.”22 On the other

hand, most dynamic evolution codes utilize some form of

implicit numerical scheme to reduce the number of time

steps (i.e., “iterations”) needed to reach the final state. In that

sense, these codes also follow an alternative dynamics where

the physical processes between time steps are not followed

explicitly but are replaced by an effective numerical model.

Changing time step size in the dynamic calculation in this

sense is synonymous with changing a numerical relaxation

parameter in the perturbed equilibrium calculation; in both

cases, within the restrictions on the time step or relaxation

parameter required to maintain numerical stability, the solu-

tion can be checked to ensure that it does not change. Thus,

while there are some important differences between the two

approaches, the differences tend, in practice, to be less dis-

tinct than their formal interpretation. An illustrative example

of the similarities is the conversion of the M3D-C1 code to

an equilibrium code by dropping all time derivatives and

using the efficient implicit scheme to converge in a single

time step to the final steady state equilibrium.48 The main

distinction between the approaches in practice is that force

balance (i.e., “convergence”) can be checked at each time

step in the dynamic approach.

In this view, many of the concerns and questions identi-

fied in this paper for one of the approaches are actually appli-

cable to both, and a number of them can be considered as the

same issue applied to the different approaches. For example,

the problem of utilizing the appropriate physics, including dis-

sipation models in the dynamic evolution approach in order to

ensure the dynamic path is sufficiently well followed to yield

the right final steady state, has a direct counterpart in the equi-

librium approach of ensuring that appropriate constraints are

applied to guarantee the desired solution is reached.
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